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Voicebrook Products available on GSA Contract through Contract Holder,
Aprisa Technology, LLC
Aprisa Technology, LLC partners with Voicebrook, allowing Federal and State
customers to buy Voicebrook’s solutions via GSA Contract
Lake Success, NY – June 29, 2010 – Voicebrook today announced the award of a GSA listing, GS35F-0536T, providing government customers with the ability to conveniently acquire Voicebrook’s
VoiceOver® speech recognition and reporting applications.
Voicebrook is unique in providing a full array of speech recognition and digital dictation solutions for
healthcare organizations. Their solutions enable unprecedented uptake of speech recognition technology,
rapid ROI, improved turnaround time, reduction in reporting errors, and the most flexible complement
of workflow choices available in the industry.
Voicebrook has seen major adoption of its solutions throughout the US and Canada, with over 125
hospitals actively using its reporting technologies. Voicebrook’s solutions have been widely deployed
by Pathology departments and private laboratories, who recognize the importance of Voicebrook’s
leadership and expertise in Pathology reporting.
Voicebrook’s inclusion on the GSA schedule is enabled by an agreement with Aprisa Technologies,
LLC, a leading woman-minority owned, small business, government IT solutions provider based in
Roslyn, New York. Aprisa represents a select group of top tier software and hardware manufacturers
comprising over 24,000 items available for purchase on its schedule. Under the terms of this agreement,
the GSA has awarded Voicebrook’s products onto the Aprisa Technology GSA schedule effective
05/26/2010 through 07/12/2012.
"Voicebrook provides clients with robust and innovative speech recognition and reporting solutions,
which allow organizations to choose the workflow that best meets the needs of the caregiver and
organization" said E. Ross Weinstein, CEO of Voicebrook. “With demand increasing for Voicebrook
solutions in the government sector, the ability of government buyers to purchase Voicebrook products
and services via the GSA schedule makes it easier for customers to purchase our solutions. Aprisa’s
proven track record in serving government clients and their ability to provide superior acquisition
services for our government customer base makes them an ideal partner for Voicebrook."
For more information, please visit www.voicebrook.com.

About Voicebrook
Voicebrook is a leading provider of integrated speech recognition and digital dictation solutions for
automation of clinical documentation. Voicebrook’s VoiceOver® Enterprise software integrates directly
with most healthcare information systems, and has been widely deployed in Pathology throughout the
US and Canada. Voicebrook has developed specific best practices for implementation and on-going
support, ensuring the most successful deployments of integrated speech recognition technology for
healthcare.
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